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ROLF DÜSTERBERG, Hanns Johst: ‘Der Barde der SS’. Karrieren eines
deutschen Dichters (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh, 2004), 462 pp.
ISBN 3 506 71729 4. EUR 39.90

Hanns Johst was president of the Nazi Reichsschrifttumskammer
(Reich Chamber of Literature) during the Third Reich and praised by
Heinrich Himmler as the new Tacitus of the Great Germanic Empire.
He was a leading cultural functionary and SS General, an ardent
racist with a first-hand knowledge of the Holocaust, arguably the
most successful right-wing dramatist of the 1920s, and much
admired by Hitler. It is surprising, therefore, that a detailed biogra-
phy of Johst has not previously been published. Rolf Düsterberg aims
to fill this gap with his monumental work.

Largely written as a traditional biography closely following the
chronology of Johst’s life and writing, Düsterberg’s work contextual-
izes the different careers of a poet who felt that he was not only at the
heart of the völkisch movement, but also one of its forefathers. At the
same time Johst, like other prominent protagonists of the Nazi
regime such as Walter Best, Franz Stangl, or Adolf Eichmann, clearly
illustrated Hannah Arendt’s dictum concerning the ‘banality of evil’.
Düsterberg offers a compelling study written in coherent and articu-
late style. He arranges his facts convincingly in a strong line of argu-
ment, which facilitates the reading of this massive book. He presents
the reader with a mediocre but highly ambitious poet who was cata-
pulted to fame and power within a few years’ time—and after the
war never accepted any guilt or responsibility. 

Born in 1890 into a petty bourgeois family in Saxony, Johst grew
up without his father who had died early. He felt a strong bond with
his mother and grandmother, and the figure of the ‘mother’ played a
significant role in his later writing. During the First World War Johst
did not serve on the front line because of an unidentified illness.
Düsterberg does not want to cast a vote here, but it seems pretty cer-
tain that Johst quite cleverly managed to avoid fighting at the front
(although already called up and in military training). This interpre-
tation gains additional weight from the fact that the relevant files
conveniently ‘disappeared’ during the Third Reich, quite obviously
in order not to tarnish Johst’s image. This was paramount for a poet
who praised ‘qualities’ such as struggle and war, subscribed to a
Darwinian ideal of the survival of the fittest, and after 1939 insisted
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on wearing the prestigious grey SS uniform (instead of the black
one), which indicated front line fighting experience—which Johst
clearly lacked.

Düsterberg’s biography has some of its strongest moments when
interpreting Johst’s career alongside and through his oeuvre. This is
especially interesting as Johst did not set out to be a völkisch poet.
Rather, his early works show him as influenced by Expressionism. At
the same time the close interpretation of almost all of Johst’s major
works in the first half of the book is sometimes lengthy and could
have been cut down. Additionally, Düsterberg does not seem entire-
ly certain where to locate his study and whether to take a literary or
a historical approach. It is only at the very end of the work (in fact, in
what seems to be an appendix) that Düsterberg clarifies his inten-
tions as being to write a ‘literaturpolitische Biographie’ (p. 406). To
this end he deals in detail with Johst’s dramatic work in particular,
ranging from Der Einsame (1917), Der König (1920), Propheten (1922),
Die fröhliche Stadt (1925), and Thomas Paine (1928), to Schlageter, which
was dedicated to Hitler and premiered on his birthday on 20 April
1933. This is certainly interesting and worthwhile, but sometimes one
feels that instead of detailed interpretations remaining close to the
texts, a wider perspective would have been more helpful in contex-
tualizing Johst’s writing. Less might perhaps have been more.

Johst started to write early in his life. He proved to be highly pro-
ductive and had his first pieces of work published during the First
World War. At the end of the war and during the revolutionary
struggles in Bavaria, where Johst had moved and remained for the
rest of his life, his political beliefs began to take shape. He was
shocked by the revolution, the establishment of workers’ and sol-
diers’ soviets, and by what he saw as a general disintegration of
norms and values. It was at this time that terms like ‘Blood and Soil’
and Volksgemeinschaft appeared in Johst’s writing for the first time
and quickly established his oeuvre as essential reading for the rising
völkisch movement. Düsterberg makes it clear, however, that Johst
was by no means a penniless idealist who aimed to change the world
through his writing. On the contrary, from the early 1920s Johst
proved to be a clever businessman who consciously tapped into a
promising market of revisionist and right-wing literature, and was
not afraid of promoting himself either. After his first dramatic suc-
cesses Johst began to charge steep fees for dates in his busy schedule
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of lectures. He also regularly reminded his publishers to publicize his
books properly, sometimes even giving them detailed instructions on
how to do this. During the Third Reich Johst shamelessly used his posi-
tion not only to accumulate immense wealth, but also to avoid paying
taxes.

Johst was acutely aware of his role for the political Right. He
regarded himself as a missionary, as a highly gifted poet who was
able to lead his people out of the darkness of parliamentary democ-
racy, defeat, and humiliation into a future of national pride, racial
purity, and a powerful Führer state. Düsterberg presents an utterly
self-assured man who eagerly strove for power and influence, and
was egoistic, ruthless, and ambitious. At the same time Johst was
realistic enough to tread carefully and not commit himself too early
to one of the competing agencies which tried to influence cultural
politics in the early days of the Third Reich. At first he seemed to
show allegiance to Rosenberg and his Militant League for German
Culture, but quickly changed political camp as soon at it seemed
expedient—and was duly rewarded with a leading role in the Nazi
cultural administration after the take-over in 1933. 

The events of that year marked a turning point in Johst’s career.
In the early 1930s he had achieved high status as a leading literary
figure. He was clearly seen as having right-wing affiliations, but care-
fully avoided direct links with any particular party. With the Nazi
take-over a second career as a cultural functionary beckoned and
Johst quickly seized his chance. He became a senator in the
Dichterakademie in the Prussian Academy of Arts in March 1933; only
three months later he was voted its president, and received the pres-
tigious title of Staatsrat in January 1934. In line with his tactical con-
cept outlined above Johst did not use his role to put forward new
ideas. Rather, he saw his position as merely representational—to the
dismay of some of his writing colleagues. In order to avoid the dan-
ger of positioning himself too early in a political climate which
seemed very much in flux until autumn 1933, he waited until it had
become clear that Goebbels would prevail as the central figure. When
the time came Johst immediately aligned himself with Goebbels and
received the proper reward in the form of the post of vice-president
(from 1935 president) of the Reichsschrifttumskammer. 

Johst did not want to be bothered with the nitty-gritty of the day-
to-day running of the chamber. He rarely stayed in Berlin, enjoyed
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his life in the Bavarian countryside, and never worked in the after-
noon. He sprang into action, however, when public attention was
focused on him. This may have been why in March 1933, with Franz
Ulbrich, he agreed to accept the management of the Berlin state the-
atre—the Reich’s pre-eminent theatre. This career move turned into a
disaster for Johst, who had to vacate his post after a few months. In
his usual manner, Johst had tried to impose a repertoire character-
ized by his völkisch concepts on the playhouse—again not entirely
without furthering his own interests, as his dramatic oeuvre played an
important part in his plans. This time, however, he had not taken into
account the conflicting interests behind the scenes. Gustav Gründ-
gens, the leading star of the theatre, used his excellent contacts with
Göring to get rid of Johst. Perhaps even more interesting, however, is
the fact that, despite this failure, Johst was able to get his career back
on track within less than a year. In 1935 he was appointed president
of the Reichsschrifttumskammer and embarked upon his career in the SS.

Johst clearly lacked charisma, intelligence, and artistic talent, and
in stature he did not compare favourably with other figures associat-
ed with the völkisch Right after 1918, such as Oswald Spengler or Carl
Schmitt. But he possessed one distinct advantage: he was utterly
loyal. Johst never questioned Hans Hinkel’s authority in the Reich
Culture Chamber, for example, and before taking important deci-
sions he always consulted his superiors. Düsterberg also makes it
clear that Johst’s main interest in his new position was to enjoy fame,
success, and power without actively implementing political or
administrative change—and that this was to the regime’s liking.
Without showing contempt for the object of his biography, Düster-
berg nevertheless does not beat around the bush when it comes to
characterizing Johst as an averagely talented, weak but willing par-
venu who liked uniforms, influence, and power. It is important to
note, however, that Johst’s career worked both ways: he joined the
regime’s ruling clique and enjoyed the life of a celebrity poet, and at
the same time lent artistic credibility to an administration which to
large parts of the bourgeoisie appeared crude, brutal, and pedestrian.
Johst was more than willing to be used and marketed by the regime;
he was acutely aware of publicity and easy to get on with in person-
al contact. In acknowledging his worth the regime literally showered
Johst with prizes and awards, chief among them the National Prize
worth 100,000 Reichsmark in 1939.
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After concentrating on Johst’s career as a cultural functionary,
Düsterberg turns to Johst’s links with the SS. This key chapter of the
biography is not only the most chilling but also the most ground-
breaking in terms of research. Düsterberg has unearthed new and
important material and shows a side of Johst which has largely
escaped scholarly attention so far. In terms of racist attitudes,
Düsterberg distinguishes clearly (and convincingly) between Johst’s
obvious racism and anti-Semitism, and the more radical concepts of
Himmler, Heydrich, and Eichmann. Although Johst was not one of
the intellectual forefathers of the Holocaust, he was happy to comply
with, and support, the Endlösung. Apart from hero-worshipping
Hitler, Johst particularly admired Himmler and the SS. Düsterberg
portrays Johst’s growing fascination for, and involvement in, the SS
exemplified by his rapid rise within the organization. In 1935 Johst
was admitted into the SS and Himmler immediately made him an SS-
Oberführer—an unusually high rank for someone who was not an
early party member and had not even fought in the First World War.
Johst enjoyed a rapid career and was made an SS General in 1938.
‘Heini’ Himmler—as Johst was allowed to call him—had special
plans for the poet. He not only wanted Johst to write his biography;
he also wanted him to be the great Germanic chronicler writing the
‘Aryan’ sagas of the future. To that end, Himmler invited Johst to
stay in his Feldkommandostelle just behind the fighting line on the
Eastern Front (sometimes for several months at a time), allowed him to
take part in important meetings with other SS Generals and go on trips
to the Front, and to witness deportations, executions, and ghetto life.
Johst was also with Himmler when he gave his infamous 1943 speech
in Posen, in which he openly described aspects of the Holocaust.

Johst remained a loyal Nazi right to the end not only of the Third
Reich but also of his own life in 1978. What other choices did he
have? His success, perhaps even his life, depended on the survival of
the regime, and to deny its principles would have made Johst’s
whole life appear worthless. This does not mean that he accepted his
guilt; on the contrary, as Düsterberg shows in great detail. All
through his long denazification trial Johst played the role of the naïve
and innocent poet who fell into Hitler’s trap, but on the whole
remained an apolitical humanist who only wanted to do good.
Although the different judges in years of trials did not buy this
entirely (and he was briefly included in the category of ‘major offend-
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er’), Johst was eventually acquitted in 1955. Nevertheless, he had to
pay twice: his oeuvre was entirely forgotten, and the only novel he
published after the war (a book, incidentally, largely written in 1943
and slightly edited for the West German market) did not sell and was
ripped apart by the critics. At no point in his post-1945 life, however,
did Johst make any attempt to evaluate his own involvement in the
Third Reich, not even shortly before his death when, as his daughter
Krista confessed to Düsterberg, they had many long conversations.
Johst died a frustrated man—frustrated at the West German public
and the new state which failed to appreciate his qualities. At no point
did he wonder whether he himself might be to blame for this. Düster-
berg found only one comment of rare insight when Johst noted that he
would never be a great success as a poet because for the intellectuals
he was too stupid, and for the stupid ones he was too intellectual.

The appendix pays tribute to Düsterberg’s thorough and pains-
taking research. Sources and literature are not only listed in the bib-
liography but also commented on, which will facilitate future
research. Apart from a brief summary of Johst’s life and a compre-
hensive list of his publications, the print runs of Johst’s major works
are especially interesting. Düsterberg has written a classic biography
which stays close to its subject and avoids touching on theoretical
discourses, especially in connection with textual analysis. The close
look at individual pieces of work at times appears too narrow and
one would have wished for a bird’s eye perspective. Having said
that, Düsterberg successfully unearths countless interesting details
and draws a fascinating and gruesome picture of the writer, the
dramatist, the functionary, the committed and unapologetic Nazi
Hanns Johst. Without doubt, Düsterberg has written the definitive
biography of Hanns Johst which will remain the standard reference
work for years to come. 

ANSELM HEINRICH was a Research Associate in Theatre and Cul-
tural History in the Department of History at Lancaster University. In
September 2006 he became a Lecturer in Theatre Studies in the
Department of Theatre, Film and Television Studies at the University
of Glasgow. He has published on different aspects of German and
British history, and his monograph on regional theatre in Germany
and Britain between 1918 and 1945 will be published in 2007.
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